
procedure
price as of the 1st of 

April 2024

physiotherapeutic consultation 115,00 zł                    

personday in a day rehabilitation centre 280,00 zł                    

locomotion assessment 40,00 zł                      

self-service assessment 40,00 zł                      

manual dexterity assessment 40,00 zł                      

functional evaluation of the spine and pelvis 40,00 zł                      

assessment of body balance and stability 30,00 zł                      

functional assessments - other 35,00 zł                      

assessment of orthotic supply needs 30,00 zł                      

assessment of prosthetic supply needs 30,00 zł                      

manual assessment of muscle strength - Lovett's test 40,00 zł                      

dynamometric assessment of muscle strength 40,00 zł                      

strain gauge evaluation of muscle strength 40,00 zł                      

muscle testing - other 40,00 zł                      

examination of the spinal ranges of motion 40,00 zł                      

examination of ranges of motion of peripheral joints 40,00 zł                      

measurement of body part circumferences 40,00 zł                      

assessment of neuromotor condition 40,00 zł                      

electrodiagnostics 40,00 zł                      

passive exercises performed manually 40,00 zł                      

passive redressive exercises 40,00 zł                      

passive-active exercises 40,00 zł                      

supported exercises 40,00 zł                      

led exercises 40,00 zł                      

other exercises with a physiotherapist 40,00 zł                      

free active exercises 30,00 zł                      

self-assisted exercises 30,00 zł                      

non-weight bearing exercises 40,00 zł                      

isometric exercises 40,00 zł                      

non-weight bearing exercises with resistance 40,00 zł                      

isotonic exercises 40,00 zł                      

isokinetic exercises 40,00 zł                      

joint play 40,00 zł                      

mobilisation of the cervical segment of the spine 40,00 zł                      
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mobilisation of the thoracic spine 40,00 zł                      

lumbar spine mobilisation 40,00 zł                      

mobilisation of small joints 30,00 zł                      

mobilisation of large joints 40,00 zł                      

passive exercises performed mechanically 40,00 zł                      

improvement of the respiratory system - patting 30,00 zł                      

positioning drainage 40,00 zł                      

active breathing exercises 30,00 zł                      

active breathing exercises with resistance 40,00 zł                      

learning to cough and expectorate 40,00 zł                      

counterbalancing exercises 40,00 zł                      

relaxation and de-stressing exercises 40,00 zł                      

manual dexterity exercises 40,00 zł                      

self-service exercises 40,00 zł                      

team exercises 70,00 zł                      

individual general fitness exercises 40,00 zł                      

group general fitness exercises 70,00 zł                      

motor coordination exercises 40,00 zł                      

post-isometric muscle relaxation 30,00 zł                      

Bürger alignment exercises 40,00 zł                      

synergistic exercises 40,00 zł                      

passive verticalisation 40,00 zł                      

active verticalisation 40,00 zł                      

preparation for walking 40,00 zł                      

learning locomotion 40,00 zł                      

fitting of orthopedic appliances 40,00 zł                      

practice using prostheses and orthopedic appliances 40,00 zł                      

learning to walk on crutches and other assistive devices 40,00 zł                      

muscle or tendon stretching 40,00 zł                      

fascia streching 40,00 zł                      

warm dry compresses 30,00 zł                      

interval training on a treadmill or bicycle cyclometer 40,00 zł                      

continuous training on a treadmill or bicycle cycle ergometer 40,00 zł                      

station training 70,00 zł                      

march training 40,00 zł                      

march training with equipment 40,00 zł                      

neurophysiological methods - NDT Bobath Method 40,00 zł                      
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neurophysiological methods - PNF method 40,00 zł                      

neurophysiological methods - exercises supported by substitute feedback (biofeedback) 40,00 zł                      

dynamic patching /kinesiology taping/ 40,00 zł                      

manual therapy methods - other / scar mobilisation 30,00 zł                      

classic massage - partial 40,00 zł                      

pneumatic massage 70,00 zł                      

massage - other 45,00 zł                      

TENS currents 40,00 zł                      

general lymph drainage 75,00 zł                      

other physiotherapy treatments - application of multi-layer bandages or compression 
garments

385,00 zł                    

physiotherapy treatments - other 40,00 zł                      

physiotherapy treatment package 101 145,00 zł                    

physiotherapy treatment package 102 110,00 zł                    

physiotherapy treatment package 103 110,00 zł                    

physiotherapy treatment package 104 145,00 zł                    

local lymphatic drainage 40,00 zł                      

lower limb whirlpool bath 35,00 zł                      

upper limb whirlpool bath 35,00 zł                      

vibration massage 40,00 zł                      

manual therapy methods - other 40,00 zł                      


